DIPLOMAT DENTAL, s.r.o.

With more than 60 years of experience in dental manufacturing, DIPLOMAT has a solid reputation as a top manufacturer and an established business philosophy, where customer’s satisfaction is viewed as a grounding principle. DIPLOMAT’s product portfolio includes dental units, stools, and lights. All its products excel in quality, ergonomics, and versatility and will surely meet the requirements of even the most demanding dental professionals.

Dimension diagram of the units
General information:

- Continental DA170 or traditional DA130 delivery system, equipped with up to 5 instruments
- Spittoon block-mounted dental chair; integrated actuation mechanisms enabling vertical chair movement and smooth backrest movement
- Optimum balance between price and performance
- Compact design, easy maintenance, compatible with variety of different handpieces for wide range of applications
- Easy control of all functions via dentist’s keyboard or foot controller
- Removable sterilisable spittoon bowl
- Option for fixed or swivelling spittoon bowl
- 5-position assistant’s panel
- Upholstery, spittoon bowl and other components are available in a variety of colours to reflect a personal style
- Spittoon block compatible with dry suction system: Cattani or wet suction system: Durr
- Electronic light on/off and light intensity controller
- Programmable dental chair with 5 positions for 2 dentists
- Wide range of upholstery colours; choice of German or Swiss leatherette
Treatment space
The ergonomic design of the units allows both the dentist and the assistant to work comfortably in a natural posture, and granting easy access to a patient.

Headrest with 3D ball joint
Stainless steel headrest with 3D ball joint enabling 3-axis positioning for an unparalleled comfort even during complex dental treatments.

Tilting armrest
Tilting armrest on the right side and fixed armrest on the left side not only grant additional comfort to your patients, but also improve working comfort and ergonomics even during long treatment sessions.

Bien Air electric MC3 Micro Motor
MC3 micromotors offer impressive performance. They are quite simply the most efficient brush micromotor. With vibration-free operation from 20 to 40,000 rpm, their great versatility sets them apart. An outstanding motor, now also available with an intensity-adjustable LED light.

Optional choice of EMS, Mectron or Satlec scaler
The compact electronics of DIPLOMAT units allows handpiece arrangement according to personal preferences. Models can be equipped with wide range of micromotors and turbines, curing light Mectron Starlight and EMS or Satelec scaler.

Optional upgrade to LED light
Both units can be equipped with Xenos LED light with sensor and control function from the light. Diplomat Xenos shadowless LED-Light is specifically designed for modern dentistry. Xenos – LED provides soft and neutral daylight illumination at color temperature from 3700-4000K and has extremely long operation life.
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